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Details of Visit:

Author: Vergil1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: August 19th 2004 7PM
Duration of Visit: 2 hrs
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Cat
Website: http://www.catofyork.co.uk/
Phone: 07958136539

The Premises:

Lovely big executive appartment in a great part of town. Felt totally secure.

The Lady:

Mid-30s, busty, blond, curves in the right places; attractive all-round by my god those eyes ...

The Story:

Cat read me like a book the moment I walked in and got it spot on throughout my stay. She looked
after me and what I wanted / needed as though she were someone who cared about me very very
deeply. This was a sensational experience and exactly what I needed. I?m comparatively
inexperienced sexually, and I?d made it clear that I hoped to gain experience and actually learn
something about pleasuring the fairer sex, as much as simply to extract pleasure.

Specifics are unimportant but suffice it to say that she satisfied me totally. This was not about
physical sex, particularly, but about everything else that?s so great about this lady ? her looks,
obviously (in particular those eyes), her sense of humour, down-to-earth nature, kindness, real
desire to please, and to teach (as I?d wanted), not to mention her sensual and incredibly sexual
aura.

Quite a while spent in the living room discussing stuff before starting, which she did not include as
part of the paid time. The main event went on beyond time too, then a very relaxed chat in kitchen
before departure.

I?m not na?ve enough to think this was a mindblowing experience for her too, or stupid enough to
imagine I was buying more than in fact I was and lose my head over such an experience, but I left
feeling like I?d actually bonded with someone with whom I was very sexually compatible. I could be
a total sucker but if it was an act it was a bloody convincing one, and one that did me no end of
good. I have little basis for comparison but I?d guess that this is as close to a GFE as you?re going
to get. I left feeling that the needs of every organ in my body had been met. I just hope she derived
some genuine pleasure too.

Here?s a lady who really does enjoy what she does. A sexy, sensual, pleasant, kind, caring and
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genuinely worthwhile human being. This is the kind of person I would love to have as a friend.
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